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It is with great pleasure that we present the ﬁrst full issue of
New Negatives in Plant Science. This journal was created out of the
concept that the scientiﬁc literature has a positive bias towards
publishing, i.e., we most often tend to write, accept, and publish
manuscripts that have corroborated the hypotheses that we test.
Yet, we know that often our work in experimentation takes many
turns and our experiments often end with some failure to provide
the expected outcomes. We then usually redesign the hypothesis,
the experiments or both, and put away the old results. Although
we may have personally learned from such negative results, the
rest of the community does not. When such experimental work
has been well designed, based on sound hypotheses, and has been
carried out with rigor, the outcomes, whether positive or negative,
deserve publication. Such dissemination of information will
beneﬁt others in the ﬁeld not to repeat the experiments if this
information is published (Figure 1). For example, there are many
cases in genetics where mutations in speciﬁc genes do not provide
the predicted phenotype or display varying phenotypes in
different organisms. The publication of negative results will lead
to a more balanced record of the scientiﬁc endeavor and, just as
importantly, minimize wasted time and resources by scientists
considering similar hypotheses and experiments. It will aid in new
Fig. 1. Blue box: The most common approach, in which only experiments yielding
positive results ends up as publication material. Green box: a more neutral
approach, in which all results, coming out of a hypothesis, and well-designed/well-
carried out experiments, are published (taken from E. Granqvist article on ‘‘Why
science needs to publish negative results’’: https://www.elsevier.com/
authors-update/story/innovation-in-publishing/why-science-needs-to-publish-
negative-results).
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and hypotheses. Publication of negative results will also help
uncover false positives and fraudulent work. Thus, this journal
considers such work in plant science for full publication in the
scientiﬁc record.
When we undertook the editorial service for this journal in
2014, we both consulted with colleagues on the concept for such
a journal. Elsevier also undertook a small campaign in assessing
the community on the concept. We were overwhelmed by the
positive response from our colleagues and the community.
Nevertheless, it has taken almost two years to amass the
7 manuscripts for this ﬁrst issue. In the path, we reviewed and
rejected 33 manuscripts for varying reasons. We are ﬁnding that
it is difﬁcult to for the community to ‘‘dust off’’ their lab
notebooks and review their experiments for publishable work
that may be controversial, or may not have supported a
hypothesis as expected. As well as to re-train their mindset in
publishing only positive results.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neps.2016.02.001
2352-0264/ 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the Nevertheless, we continue to receive manuscripts into the
journal, even if not a pace that will quickly rebalance the
aforementioned positive bias. We encourage all of our colleagues
to consider their good work for publication without bias based on
the outcome of the results. Further, we are working on soliciting
interests on special issues, e.g., controversial issues in plant
carbohydrate metabolism, and the difference in models of
photosynthetic growth of algae.
With this said, we are proud to see the ﬁrst 7 manuscripts in
published form for New Negatives in Plant Science. This ﬁrst issue
provides an agglomeration of manuscripts received from scientists
across the world community working on plant photosynthesis,
plant chloroplast heteroplasmy, plant disease resistance, plant
salt-sensitivity, and radiation effects on plant growth. We thank
these authors for their tenacity in their work and their willingness
to share their results, both positive and negative, with the rest of
the scientiﬁc community.CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
